EXPRESS PAINT ROLLERS

SUPERIOR
LAMBSWOOL
COVERS
SHORT - 14mm

REGULAR - 18mm

LONG - 24mm

X-LONG - 28mm

Superior Finish Most popular for Interior/Exterior

Ultra Fine Finish Ideal for whites and pale pastel colours

High Profile Finish Ideal for brickwork, stucco, render and
textured surfaces

Efficient Finish Overcoming challenging substrates

Available in Australian Standard Sizes: •180mm •230mm •270mm •305mm •360mm •460mm

Australian Merino
Sheepskin is the finest
natural fibre allowing
faster pickup and
release of paint
Professionally
approved
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BENEFITS

FEATURES

Superior Quality Finish

High Density Lambswool;
		
- Greater coverage
		
- No splatter
		
- Less time cleaning
Strong poly core, suitable to
use in water, oil or solvent
based products
Applies paint to any surface
25-30% faster than all synthetic
man made fabric rollers

HI TECH
MICRO FIBRE
ROLLERS
SHORT - 4mm low pile

Smooth Surfaces
High gloss & semi-gloss finishes kitchens, bathrooms & more

REGULAR - 10mm medium pile

Semi-Smooth Surfaces
Flat & semi-gloss paints Living room, bedroom & more

LONG - 15mm high pile
Rough & Uneven Surfaces
All Paints Masonry, brick & stucco

Deluxe Micro
Fibre Performer
Professionally
approved

BENEFITS

FEATURES

Available in: •100mm Mini Rollers •230mm •270mm •360mm •460mm

High Density Micro Fibre;
- Guaranteed Lint Free
- No splatter
- Easy to clean
Strong plastic core
Excellent paint pickup
and release
Smooth one coat coverage
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Superior Quality Finish

240mm with 15mm nap

100% Australian
Merino Sheepskin

Elastic supported lambskin
sock covers our plastic designed
mop plate

Fast pickup and
release of paint, stain
and oils

BENEFITS

FEATURES

EXPRESS
LAMBSWOOL
FLOOR APPLICATOR

Plastic screw in thread, suits
most poles
Replacement lambskin
socks available
Suitable for interior sealing timber, vinyl, slate and cork
Perfect application for decking
and exterior timbers
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Thermo bonded core
to fibres
High density ensures
high paint capacity
and release

BENEFITS

FEATURES

Available in: •230mm •270mm •360mm

Durable fabric 21mm nap length
Can be used with all paints
and on all surfaces

100% Australian
Merino Sheepskin
Hand made

BENEFITS

FEATURES

SUPER
MITT

Comes in two varieties for
personal preference; with a
thumb or without the thumb
Reusable
Used for rendering, painting
problem areas and polishing
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RADIUS 360º
& TRIGON 180º
SANDING TOOLS

TRIGON 180º

Radius 360º - Largest surface
		
sander on the market
		
Non flip and
		
non scratching

Superior sanding
systems
Quality innovative
sanders - Radius 360º
- Trigon 180º

BENEFITS

FEATURES

RADIUS 360º

Trigon 180º
		
		
		

- Uniquely shaped for 		
difficult corner work
Non flip and
non scratching

Hook and Loop sanding disks
Rated 60% faster than traditional
sanding tools
Quick and easy to change from
pole sanding to hand sanding
Contour sanding around curves,
arches and domes is made easy
with the unique foam pad
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EXPRESS ROLLER FRAMES
STEEL FRAMES

SUPA FRAMES
Available in: •230mm •270mm •305mm

Available in: •305mm •360mm •460mm

FEATURES

FEATURES

Australian made

Australian made

Heavy Duty Industrial plastic

Strong steel frame

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

Centre balanced frame, suits
most poles

Centre balanced frame, suits
most poles

Quick and easy to use

Supports the longer length, longer nap
roller covers

COMBO SETS

COMPLETE SETS

FEATURES

FEATURES

Short 14mm & regular 18mm
nap length

All nap lengths on steel frame

Ideal for professional painters to home
handy renovators

Paint large areas, floors, walls, ceilings
with confidence

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

Ready to go, painting tool

Ready to go, painting tool

Reusable Frame

Reusable Frame

Spray ‘n’ Stack
DOOR STACKERS

• Easy to use ... Attach to a door, spray,
turn over, spray and stack for drying
• Unique interlocking system allowing
8-10 doors to be stacked. Great space
saving idea!
• Stack doors largest to smallest
• Allow drying time, no more than
48 hours, stacked. Rehang doors
as soon as they are dried

P 03 5336 4828 ● F 03 5336 4916 ● E sales@expressrollers.com
32 Laidlaw Drive Delacombe Vic 3356
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